Create a video argument on the issue or problem you are investigating this semester. Your purpose for creating the video argument is to present and support your viewpoint using a combination of video footage, photos, images, visual effects, written text, spoken text, and music. You should strive to shoot a lot of your own video footage and photos if possible, but Internet materials can be used following Fair Use guidelines. In creating your video, you will need to draw upon some of the evidence from your research. Incorporate this material into your video argument using quotation, paraphrase, and summary. To document your written sources, you will need to create a Reference screen at the end of your video using APA Documentation Style. To assemble your video argument, you will need to use video editing software such as iMovie, Windows Movie Maker, or software of your choice. The target audience for your video argument is a segment of the general public who finds the issue or problem relevant to their life. The final version should be 5-7 minutes. To submit your video argument, you will need to upload it to your YouTube channel and provide a URL link to the video in your written Reflection.